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What is “Legitimate interest”?

““Legitimate interest” is a legal basis for using non-sensitive personal data in certain circumstances, without 
consent.

Communications data  (your emails, calls over the internet, chats…) must be treated as sensitive data, both 
logically and following the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union. As the “legitimate interest” 
exception allows only the use of non-sentitive data, communication data cannot, logically and legally, be 
processed under this exception.

The “legitimate interest” exception (in the General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR) is generally used 
in circumstances such as incidental re-use of data by companies for the provision of services. This kind of 
circumstances do not arise with regard to sensitive communications data. 

Why is this imPortant?

Adding a “legitimate interest” exception in the e-Privacy Regulation would contradict the approach taken over 
the past 15 years in the European Union. It would contradict the the Tele2 ruling of Court of Justice, that ruled 
that communications data must be considered to be sensitive. Following the logic of that ruling to this ruling, 
companies should in no circumstances be allowed, without specific permission, to monetise or otherwise exploit 
sensitive communications.

What shouLd the e-Privacy say about it?

Legitimate interest has no place in the e-Privacy Regulation. It would broaden to an unpredictable extent the way 
that companies (for example, direct marketers) would be allowed to use communications data. Any “legitimate 
interest” exception would undermine users’ control over their own personal data, and would undermine their 
freedom of expression by creating the possibility for companies to analyse sensitive private communications 
without consent.

Do you want to know more? Check out the paper by EDRi member Bits of Freedom here. You can also find more 
about privacy in our series of blogposts on “Your privacy, security and freedom online are in danger” and our 
Document pool on e-Privacy.

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/liste.jsf%3Fnum%3DC-203/15
https://www.bof.nl/wp-content/uploads/20121211_onderzoek_legitimate-interests-def.pdf
https://edri.org/privacy-security-freedom/
https://edri.org/eprivacy-directive-document-pool/

